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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

Conclusion  

After conducting the research and the problem  statement about values show 

on Maleficient and Frozen movies, the research can conclude that both  of the movies 

has values that can be adopted and applied in the real life. Moreover, from  the 18 

data analyis found, these category of moral and familly value, they are relate love, 

brotherhood, friendship, never give up, entusiasm, love and affection, sincery, 

bravery, kindhearted,  loyalty, and sacrificing to other. 

In addition, the character in both of the movies has personality which control 

by id, ego and superego. There are some characters that follow his desire to get 

something without think about other consequences because their id is dominated 

them. However, some of character act based on principle of reality because of their 

ego and the other characters used to think the right and the wrong thing before act 

something. They is contrloll by their superego.  

Moreover, by seeing both of the movies, the researcher can conclude that both 

of  movie have a different story from the other movie that have the same genre 

because the true love is because the family relationship that love each other without a 

stipulation.   The love is automatically appear from the inside of heart  is not like to 

other story that a true love happened between a couple that falling in love because 
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have a comfort each other. The love can loss whenever when the couple it’s not the 

same way. However, true love in both of movie is not being split by time until the 

end because they are already have the love from the inside of heart. And the love 

appears by natural so that make a family relationship between them.  

Suggestion   

Based on the result oth the research, this research give some suggestion. This 

study present the analysis of values especially moral value and family value. Also, 

this reseach presents analysis phycological aspects which portray on the characters in 

movie, which is three major components of psychological based on Sigmund Freud 

frameworks. In addition, this research will be a new reference about the analysis of 

values composite with psychological aspects. Then, this research will be a good 

example for the next researcher who wants to conduct the same field of research. The 

researcher hopes this research will help the further researcher to conducts  research of 

values composite with psycological aspects in the other form of literary works such 

as novel, poetry and drama in the purpose of enriching literature studies. 
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